
APPENDIX 1 

DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES 

 

The preservation of our village community depends much on the scale, nature, pace 

and location of development, whether of new buildings or existing ones.  To 

promote and encourage continuity in the quality of our environment the Village Plan 

suggests the following principles and guidelines for all development. In many 

instances they reflect local planning guidelines and the stringent rules related to 

conservation areas and listed properties already in place. They are restated and 

further elaborated here to reinforce their local importance and to provide a basis on 

which to respond to any local or national planning initiatives which might undermine 

them. 

The following principles should apply to any proposals for development: 

In line with Rutland County Council’s Core Strategy no new development should 

comprise more than five dwellings. Any additional development should occur at a 

gradual pace allowing new buildings time to weather and to blend in with those 

around them.  

Development should be on a scale likely to ensure that the existing amenities and 

infrastructure of the village can be used effectively by all residents and should avoid 

any sudden shift in the size of population within the village. 

In line with the Proposed Limits of Development for Morcott in Rutland County 

Council’s Local Plan, with the exception of ad-hoc, in-fill structures, development 

should be avoided within the conservation area boundary or in immediate proximity 

to it.  

The design and placement of any new buildings, particularly those visible from the 

existing highways footpaths and open space, should wherever possible reflect the 

existing diversity within the village yet be sited and constructed in such a way and 

using such materials as to maintain a harmony with the existing structures. In order 

to assess the impact of any new building, scale drawings, preferably computer 

generated graphics, should be produced to show the relationship to adjacent 

buildings so that an assessment can be made whether the proposed building is in 

keeping with the character and status of the village as a conservation area. 

The height of any new building should be restricted to a maximum of two floors 

(with cellar if appropriate) and care should be taken to ensure that neighbouring 

buildings are treated with respect by any new structure i.e. they are not 

overshadowed, or dwarfed, and thy do not suffer any loss of privacy or amenity. 



Careful consideration should be given to the provision for car parking, safety and the 

management of traffic. Many of Morcott’s country lanes contribute significantly to 

the character of the village but necessarily present blind spots and passing 

difficulties. It would be inappropriate to widen roads to accommodate additional 

traffic or on-street parking.  

Any new development should reflect the existing diversity of housing type by size 

and buildings should suit their particular site and be designed to a high standard.  All 

new building including extensions, conservatories, garages and outhouses and new 

houses should be appropriately sized for the plot allowing garden or amenity space 

and generally should be  adequately separate from the adjoining properties so as to 

prevent over development, although it is acknowledged that there may be some 

instances where it is desirable to build up to the boundaries on one or both sides of 

the plot to maintain the village street scene particularly where the development is 

infill. Detached and semi-detached properties are favoured though terraced 

properties could suit certain roadside locations. 

Morcott has many listed buildings, already subject to stringent development criteria. 

Particular care should be taken with any development (including alterations to 

existing buildings) adjacent to these to ensure that their features are not 

compromised by, for example, starkly contrasting structures. 

Consideration should be given as part of the planning process to any detrimental 

effect proposed building work may have on the village in terms of noise, road safety 

and disruption to neighbours  

 

BUILDING GUIDELINES 

Views and the green environment 

Several important views into and out of the village warrant preservation These 

include views from the west, north and east as well as over the fields abutting Back 

Lane . 

In addition to open space the village has the benefit of numbers of mature trees 

within and around it. 

Guidelines: 

The views should not be obstructed by new building or high hedges.   

Existing mature trees, stone walls and grass verges should be preserved.  

New tree planting should be encouraged adjacent to any new building. 



Building Materials  

Most of the older village properties are constructed of locally-quarried limestone,  

often intermingled with ironstone, usually laid as coursed rubble but sometimes as 

dressed stone. The bigger houses have larger courses often with cut stone quoins. 

Some traditional houses have ashlar stone walls.  Some cut stone is evident 

particularly as quoins, mullions and copings to the gables.  Lintels are of sawn stone 

or timber. Care has been taken in the past to ensure that the colour of the mortar 

used fits the colour of the stone. 

Outbuildings are often constructed in a Victorian red brick, often of orange-red 

appearance.  Some modern houses, such as the houses on Weares Close constructed 

in the 1970s, have been built in Bradstone.  In addition, several properties have been 

rendered and one is of wooden construction. 

A variety of roofing materials has been used through the village.  Collyweston slate 

(the slate with the veins of ironstone from Pilton) was widely used on buildings 

which were originally farmhouses and on some of their outbuildings as well as on 

some of the much older buildings in the village. In the latter part of the 19th century 

cheaper Welsh blue slate became a common roofing material.  There are no longer 

any thatched properties in the village; the last was re-roofed in 1964 with a modern 

tile.  

Throughout the rest of the village there is a mix of tiled roofs which are dark 

grey/brown after weathering.  On a few modern properties there are roofs with 

concrete roof tiles, which have also been used on a number of older properties 

whose roofs have been replaced at some time in the past.  Weathering has taken 

place and these have blended in with the surrounding properties.  

Guidelines: 

The use of traditional, natural materials such as stone with coloured matched mortar 

and slate or appropriate reclaimed materials is to be encouraged, in keeping with the 

character of the village.  New development and extensions should blend in with 

existing properties and where appropriate be of natural or reclaimed stone 

Roofs 

The majority of the properties have low eaves and slate roofs pitched over the 

original more steeply pitched timbers of thatched dwellings.  The pitch of roofs 

varies but even modern houses have fairly steep slopes.  Several houses have 

dormer windows.   

Guidelines:  



The roof pitch and design of new developments should take into account roofs of 

nearby buildings wherever possible. Flat roofs are to be discouraged. Guttering and 

drainpipes should not be an intrusive feature of new build design. 

If roof lights, Velux windows or solar panels are to be fitted they should not be sited 

in elevations fronting the highway or footpaths and they should not be intrusive to 

neighbouring properties.  

 

Windows and Doors 

There is a wide range of windows throughout the village, reflecting the original age 

of the properties.  These include stone mullion windows, sash windows and 

casement- type windows with small panes of glass which form the majority.  Frames 

are generally painted white or cream with a few in muted shades of blue, green or 

grey. A number of properties have had plastic replacement double glazing (UPVC) 

fitted, complementing the original windows. 

Doors are generally of solid wood or with an occasional small glass inset panel, 

appropriate to the age of the property. There are a few houses with porches which 

generally are small.  

Guidelines:  

The design of replacement windows should be appropriate to the age and style of 

the property and should match the existing windows. 

Chimneys 

The majority of houses have brick built chimneys with some stone chimney stacks, 

notably on Morcott Hall and the Old Rectory. Chimneys are mostly at the gable ends 

of properties and of a sympathetic proportion.  

Guidelines:  

New chimneys should complement those existing and should be encouraged for new 

properties. 

Garages, Conservatories and Outbuildings 

Guidelines: 

Garages should not dominate the front elevation of a property, should be sited as 

unobtrusively as possible and should not be constructed against the road.  



In new build construction there should be garaging, hard standing or off road parking 

for at least two cars to avoid road congestion and to reflect the limited public 

transport facilities available in the village. Wherever possible, off road parking should 

be sited to the rear or side of the property.  

Conservatories should be sympathetic to the original building in style and 

presentation   

Boundaries and Driveways 

There are various types of stone walls in the village forming boundaries to gardens 

and fields.  Many of these face directly onto the street. Construction and coping 

styles vary; the latter include traditional Cock and Hen copings of alternate sized 

upright stones, flat stones and pantiles.  Some walls are of dry stone construction.   

Other boundaries include hedges formed from a variety of trees or shrubs, wooden 

fences including post and rail fences and a small number of brick built walls.  

The majority of driveways are of gravel with occasional block paving, tarmac or 

concrete where the presence of gravel is contrary to highways regulations or would 

be impractical due to gradients or the risk of gravel getting onto the road.   

Guidelines: 

Boundaries should be sympathetic to the existing street-scene and immediate 

neighbourhood. High conifer hedges are incongruous 

Gravel or natural looking paving is considered more in keeping with the character of 

the village than areas of tarmac or concrete.  

Pavements and Street Furniture 

There are pavements to one side of the road in High Street, Station Road, School 

Lane and Willoughby Road with kerbstones of either glazed bricks or granite blocks. 

In the past great efforts have been made to ensure that replacement kerb stones 

match the glazed kerbing which has been in the village for over 70 years.  

There are a few wooden fingerpost signs at road junctions and a traditional red 

telephone kiosk which has now been adopted by the village for alternative use.  

There is inconspicuous street lighting in the village.  However, there are overhead 

electricity wires which tend to detract from the overall appearance  

Guidelines:   

Replacement kerbstones should match the glazed kerbing 



The older signposts, street signs and the telephone kiosk should be retained 

whenever possible. New signage should be kept to a minimum.  

If street lights and poles have to be replaced, careful consideration should be given 

to design and locations so that they are sympathetic to the character of the village. 

Future supplies of services should be buried underground where possible and 

further burial of existing supplies encouraged. 

 

 

 

Other features 

Guidelines:  

Satellite dishes should not be sited on the front elevation of properties in accordance 

with the regulations in a conservation area. 

The erection of wind turbines, which by their nature have to be prominent and stand 

out in the environment, should be the subject of rigorous consideration and 

extensive consultation including the impact of noise pollution on surrounding 

properties.  In particular, any proposals should be accompanied by appropriate 

heritage and landscape and visual assessments.   


